Thank you for choosing the Ampersand floatframe - the easiest and most complete solution to framing your artwork! floatframe is the only do-it-yourself frame specifically designed for wood panels and can also be used for stretched canvas. Made with premium hardwood, floatframe is the perfect depth to protect your artwork. Its expanded drill base is precisely engineered to eliminate damage to the cradle frame or stretcher bar. Pre-drilled countersunk holes and the included bumper pads ensure your art hangs level against the wall, giving it a professional finished appearance. Even flat panels can be framed with our handy riser system.

Everything you need to frame and hang your artwork is included:

- Electric Drill
- 1/8" Drill bit (recommended*)
- 3/32" Drill bit (recommended*)
  * Drill bit sizes are recommended sizes only. Other thin bits will work to drill pilot holes for screws and screw eyes.
- Phillips screwdriver
- Ruler
- Scissors or wire cutters to trim hanging wire
- Pencil
- Clean soft towel or fabric (larger than the artwork and frame)
- Clean, flat work area
- Spacers (can be small pieces of scrap foam core or matboard or paper used to keep artwork centered in the frame while attaching with screws)
  ** Wood Glue: for framing flat panels and 3/4" panels and canvases

For framing flat panels and 3/4" panels and canvases

**For more detailed instructions, as well as more information on the floatframe, please visit http://ampersandart.com/floaterframe**

**Ampersand’s Floater Frames are designed for 7/8" and 1 1/2" profile panels and canvas BUT can be used for Flat Panels and 3/4" profile artwork by attaching the included RISERS to your artwork.**

1. Turn your artwork over, making sure to protect it. Position the RISER in the center of each back side, slightly inside the edge of the panel or the artwork as shown.
2. Use wood glue to attach the riser to the panel or canvas. VERY IMPORTANT - The riser has different heights
   - Make sure you use the same height on all 4 sides. For 1/8" thick flat panels use the highest side (19mm high), for 1/4" thick flat panels use the slightly smaller side (15mm), and for 3/4" canvas use the thin riser.
3. Let glue dry and make sure riser is securely attached to your artwork. Now proceed to Step 1 on the opposite side of the page to attach your artwork to the frame.
Assembly Steps for Attaching Artwork to Frame

NOTE: For framing flat panels and 3/4” profile artwork, begin with the first step at the bottom of the opposite page.

1. Prepare your workspace

In a clean, well-lit area, place a towel or soft cloth over your work table. This will protect your artwork and the frame from damage during assembly.

2. Attach the artwork to the frame

(a) Position your artwork into the frame. With the frame and artwork face up, center and wedge spacers* in on all four sides to temporarily keep your artwork centered and securely held in place. (*Note that spacers can simply be scraps of foam core, chip board, folded paper, etc. Anything that can be used on all four sides to hold the artwork centered while you attach the frame).

(b) To make things a bit easier, and to avoid accidental damage to your artwork, we suggest that you drill pilot holes prior to attaching the screws. Turn your artwork and frame face down onto the towel or cloth and, using the 1/8” drill bit (or similar), drill through the pre-drilled countersunk holes on the back of the frame about 1/3” of the way into the cradle or stretcher bar to create the pilot holes.

(c) Use a Phillips head screwdriver to tighten the included screws through the predrilled holes on the frame into the newly drilled holes in the cradle of your artwork. Using a drill or electric screwdriver will make this step easier, but please use caution not to overtighten!

3. Attach the hanging wire

(d) With your artwork face down, use a ruler to measure the placement of the screw-eyes on the back inside edge of your artwork. This measurement is generally about 1/3 of the way down from the frame top. Mark this position with a pencil (see illustration).

Repeat on the opposite side.

(e) Use a 3/32” (or similar) drill bit to drill guide holes at your measured positions about 1/4” into your artwork's cradle or stretcher bar.

(f) Push and twist the screw eyes completely into the guide holes until they are completely tight. Attach the included hanging wire to the screw-eyes. Use scissors or wire cutters to trim any excess wire.

4. Finish and hang your artwork

(g) Peel the backing off of the included adhesive bumpers and position them onto the back bottom corners of the floater frame.

Determine the placement of your framed artwork on a wall and use the enclosed hook and nail to hang your artwork from the attached hanging wire.

5. Now step back and admire your work!

If you have any issues, challenges or suggestions please feel encouraged to call us at (800) 822-1939

If you really loved how easy it was to frame your artwork with our floaterframes, we would greatly appreciate you sharing it with the world! Connect with us on social media at http://ampersandart.com/connect